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The Money Laundering and Fraud Issue of the Decade?  
 
We recently wrote that “transaction laundering” could be the money laundering and fraud issue of 2019 
and beyond.  The Financial Times says transaction laundering is a $200 billion per year scheme in the 
United States alone and that number is expected to increase (perhaps exponentially) over the next few 
years. 
 
Briefly, what is transaction laundering (a/k/a “credit card laundering,” “undisclosed aggregation,” or 
“factoring”)?   
 

Transaction Laundering is the criminal/money launderer’s use of the legitimate 
merchant payment infrastructure through “front companies” “pass though companies” 
and “funnel accounts” to process illicit transactions.  

 
Transaction laundering is very difficult to detect primarily because it mixes legitimate and illicit 
transactions, typically in low dollar amounts.  The “processor” of the “transaction laundering” transaction 
has a legitimate credit card merchant account and, in most cases (especially in pass-through and funnel 
account schemes), most of the transactions processed through the account are legitimate.        
 
Now, from the Wall Street Journal (subscription required) comes this happy headline: 
 

The New ID Theft:  Millions of Credit Applicants Who Don’t Exist 
Synthetic Identity Fraud is one of the fastest growing forms of identity theft—and the hardest to spot 

and combat. 
 
Criminals have used synthetic identity fraud to perpetrate mortgage fraud for years.  “Synthetic” 
borrowers purchased billions of dollars in overvalued real estate in the mortgage market in the early 
2000s.  Why is this scary?  The Wall Street Journal says: 
 

Because the person taking out cards or loans isn’t real, there are no consumer victims to alert 
lenders…Synthetic-identity fraud exploits a vulnerability in America’s consumer-credit system. 
Lenders often consider a loan applicant legitimate if the applicant has a credit report 
at Equifax Inc., TransUnion or Experian PLC. But a new “credit file”—essentially a precursor to a 
credit report—often gets created when someone simply applies, even if the loan doesn’t come 
through. 

  
Equifax says synthetic identity fraud accounts for a whopping 80% of all credit card fraud losses and 
estimates it was an $8 billion problem in 2018. 
 
What does this have to do with money laundering in general and transaction laundering in specific?  
Transaction laundering is a $200 billion per year problem now and it involves inflated or non-existent 
transactions processed through credit card companies.  If you combine these inflated or non-existent 
transactions with synthetic (a/k/a fake) credit accounts, the sky might be the limit on money laundering 
opportunities.  Imagine if the criminal money launderer had a virtually unlimited number of false credit 
identities (“synthetic debtors”) who could obtain credit and perhaps bank accounts, make cash deposits, 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-new-id-theft-thousands-of-credit-applicants-who-dont-exist-1520350404?emailToken=82ff7604eacdfe2c75decbfbc460d8edUlQn%2FHqaL%2Bkj4KGVbNHQkCXaq0l3J9TWfjrU4pDeAeUSv4%2FQuli%2FwZZNj7njYO3wVkjG4T6e6vvJFFjZmfpzzJlozSyB9
http://quotes.wsj.com/EFX
http://quotes.wsj.com/TRU
http://quotes.wsj.com/EXPGY
https://www.equifax.com/assets/IFS/syntheticID-fraud_wp.pdf


 

move money, and become customers in transaction laundering schemes.  This is not a “worst case” 
scenario, it is a growing reality.  Here’s an example from Thomson Reuters.     
 
So, is all lost?  Well, no, but it’s far from found.  Credit card and big data companies as well as the credit 
bureaus are attacking the problem with math.  The effectiveness of these methods remains to be seen.  
KYC systems are, we believe, behind the power curve, but as the problem gets more press, they will (we 
hope) catch up.  The challenges of verifying the legitimacy of the potentially illicit business (remember 
that the effective transaction laundering methodology processes good transactions with bad ones) is 
substantial.  The first step in this process is to recognize and publicize these problems so the smart, 
diligent, creative professionals in the financial services and RegTech industries (that’s you) continue to 
create solutions.  The criminals and money launderers are smart, creative, and diligent, but so are we.  
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About RegSmart 

RegSmart offers the best-in-class automated BSA/AML risk assessment. Supported by subject matter 
experts, RegSmart collects data with intuitive wizards and stores that data for regulatory compliance and 
change management. RegSmart delivers complete, plain language reports with actionable intelligence. 
Please visit us at www.beregsmart.com.   
 
If you would like to see a demonstration of our best-in-class automated BSA/AML risk assessment and 
audit applications, please contact us at 214.919.4670, or email John Ravita at jravita@beregsmart.com or 
Mark Stetler at mstetler@beregsmart.com.  We look forward to visiting with you.  
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